Hand Held Seed Harvester

Harvest Your Own Local Native Seeds

• Increases hand harvesting efficiency significantly
• Ideal for ecologically sensitive areas, rough or inaccessible terrain, roadsides, small patch & nursery seed production plots
• Harvest individual plants or sweep diverse seed mixes from wild stands or nursery rows
• Includes 3 interchangeable stripper reels
• High speed rotating reel combs & sucks seed off plant
• Seed collected in detachable collection bag

High efficiency
Low Impact
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Hand Held Seed Harvester

Harvest Your Own Local Native Seeds

- Comes with 3 interchangeable stripper reels that can be changed quickly with Allen wrench included

  Light duty reel for fluffy species such as Asters, Goldenrods & Little Bluestem
  Medium duty reel for most warm & cool season grasses, wildflowers & legumes
  Ripper reel for tough-headed compositae species such as Echinacea, Silphium, Rudbeckia & Helianthus

Prairie Habitats Inc.’s primary goal is to conserve biological diversity by encouraging the use of locally collected seed in ecological restoration and reclamation. Our innovative native seed harvesting equipment was developed right here in our own tall grass prairie nursery and on rugged tall grass prairie remnants in Manitoba, Canada. We still use them today. They allow the efficient collection of local native seed while ensuring the preservation of the areas being harvested.

For 18 years we have been working with conservation agencies, restorationists and native seed producers around the world to refine and improve our technology. Prairie Habitats Inc.’s native seed harvesters now are in use in 17 countries. They have proven themselves in many different harvest applications for over 250 species. We look forward to helping you restore endangered native grasslands.

John P. Morgan, President
Prairie Habitats Inc.

- Please contact us for current pricing. •
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